Functional circuitry underlying natural and interventional cancellation of visual neglect.
A large body of work demonstrates that lesions at multiple levels of the visual system induce neglect of stimuli in the contralesional visual field and that the neglect dissipates as neural compensations naturally emerge. Other studies show that interventional manipulations of cerebral cortex, superior colliculus or deep-lying midbrain structures have the power to attenuate, or cancel, the neglect and reinstate orienting into a neglected hemifield, and even into a profound cortically blind field. These results, and those derived from experiments on the behavioral impacts of unilateral and bilateral lesions, lead us to evaluate the repercussions of unilateral and bilateral deactivations, neural compensations and cancellations of attentional deficits in terms of an overarching hypothesis of neglect. The cancellations can be both striking and enduring, and they suggest that therapeutic strategies can be developed to reverse or ameliorate neglect in human patients. Animal studies show that in many instances of neglect adequate representations and the accompanying motor mechanisms are present despite the lesion and they simply need to be unmasked and brought into use to effect a remedy.